
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to the full block set

 4 Full-Size Camera Shots
(Detailed Diagrams) of
slides

 8 x 2D Ghost Diagram of a
slide (per child)

 Ghost puppet from C20

 A pencil and a ruler (per
child)

 Some Blu Tack or Sellotape

 Small figures to play with
on the built slides

20–25 minutes

SO MANY SLIDES

Full-Size Camera Shots (Building according to Front-View Detailed Diagrams)

Explain that you have been taking Camera Shots of slides. Fix one of the full-sized, front-view diagrams (Camera 
Shots) of a slide in an upright position, with its bottom edge touching the table or floor. 

Analyse the different elements of the diagram together. Establish which building blocks will be required to build 
it. Discuss ways of ensuring that the blocks that your child plans to use are the correct size. Agree that when we 
choose a block, it should exactly match its picture in the Camera Shot. Consequently, a good way to check is by 
placing each block we choose next to its picture and seeing if they do actually match.

If necessary, model the building process. Ask your child to help you choose blocks, match them to the Camera 
Shot and then build. Whether or not you decide to model the building process first, make sure that they grasp 
the required sequence of actions – to look at the Camera Shot first, then choose the blocks, then check them one 
at a time against the Camera Shot (front-view diagram) and finally build the slide.

Give your child access to all the blocks, and ask them to build it. If you have more than one child doing this 
session, give each a different Full-Size Camera Shot to build, so that each child builds at least one slide. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To practise analysing a detailed diagram of an object (slides)
To practise building structures without detailed information
To practise identifying an object’s main features, their functions and the spatial relationship between them
To develop the ability to transform a Ghost Diagram (2D outline of a slide) into a 3D structure (block slide)
To foster self-regulation – plan the sequence of blocks required to build a slide and select appropriate blocks 
in the correct sequence
To develop creativity – the ability to design and build their own version of a structure (a slide)
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Your child can build a slide by matching blocks exactly to a full-size, front-view diagram.
Your child can transform one Ghost Diagram into several detailed diagrams.
Your child can build a version (or several versions) of a slide according to a Ghost Diagram.
Your child can transform copies of a Ghost Diagram of a slide into different detailed diagrams.
Your child can build 3D slides according to detailed 2D diagrams.
Your child can design and build their own slides.



Transformation (From 2D Ghost Diagram to Detailed Diagram)

Note: The aim of this type of activity is to enable children to regulate their own thinking processes. At first, the adult supports them by verbalising 
appropriate questions about the Ghost Diagram; with experience and learning, the children internalise the process and ask themselves these 
questions. They develop the ability to analyse any Ghost Diagram independently.

Put all Camera Shots from the start of the session face down or out of sight for now. Show your child the 2D Ghost Diagram of a slide, and analyse it 
together. Ask questions to guide the process of analysis, for example: What is this? Who uses it? What is it for? (A slide – children climb up steps on 
one side, slide down the other.) Are we looking at a front-, top- or side-view? (A side-view.) What are the component parts? (Steps, a platform and a 
slope.) How could we build it? Which building blocks would we use for each part? How could we connect them?

Ask your child to think about how to transform the 2D Ghost Diagram into a Detailed Diagram (Camera Shot) that shows which blocks they could 
use to build the slide. Use their suggestions to create a detailed diagram together, drawing lines to show the position of the blocks with a pencil. 
Then ask them to build the slide according to the Detailed Diagram that you have created together.

When they have finished, ask them to build another slide of their own design on the second 2D Ghost Diagram.

How Many Ways?

Now tell your child that in a minute you will show them a Detailed Diagram/Camera Shot of a slide and that their job is to take one look, then draw 
on a 2D Ghost Diagram the blocks they could use to fill it, using what they have seen to help them (they don’t need to copy it exactly – just use it for 
inspiration).

Reveal one of the Detailed Diagrams/Camera Shots from the first part of this session. Give them time to look – this could be dramatic or low key, a 
very quick look or a much longer one, depending on their ability. Then cover the Detailed Diagram again, and give your child another blank 2D Ghost 
Diagram. Ask them to draw their ideas and explain how Ghost will come and see their ideas shortly.  

When they have finished, have Ghost fly over and inspect their idea. After congratulating them, have Ghost say that he wants to find out how many 
other ways they can find of building this slide with the same outline shape. Give your child a glance or good look at other Camera Shots/Detailed 
Diagrams from the first activity for inspiration and more copies of the 2D Ghost Diagram as they need them, encouraging them to find as many 
possibilities as possible. 

Have Ghost float over at various points to check on their progress – to confirm that they have based their Detailed Diagrams on the same Ghost 
Diagram outline shape and that each one is different. Have Ghost make comments like, ‘I can’t believe my eyes – (your child’s name)’s first drawing is 
different from this one but both solved my mystery! Yes, I can see that there are many different solutions to the mystery of my diagram. Well done!’

When Ghost has finished admiring their Detailed Diagrams, ask your child to choose one of their favourite designs and build the slide accordingly. 
Allow time for free play with some toy figures.

SO MANY SLIDES – continued 
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